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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the computer program GRADE is to numerically solve the
differential equations that describe heat pipes with graded-porosity
fibrous wicks. Such wicks have an axial variation in porosity so that,
at the maximum heat-transfer rate, the porosity is just low enough for
the wick to support the local liquid-flow pressure drop plus any hydro-
static head. Thus, the highest possible permeability is obtained along
the wick. For comparison of graded-to uniform-porosity wicks, GRADE can
also compute the performance of the latter. In fact, the user can have
GRADE calculate the porosity for a given fiber diameter, or both the poros-
ity and fiber diameter, that gives the highest heat-transfer capacity for
a uniform-porosity wick.
In the graded-porosity case, the user specifies an initial porosity*
at the condenser end and either a final porosity or maximum liquid stress**
at the evaporator end. GRADE then calculates the optimum porosity varia-
tion along the wick and the maximum heat-transfer rate. A summary of
GRADE's capabilities follow:
o Calculation of optimum porosity variation and corresponding
maximum heat-transfer rate.
o Calculation of maximum heat-transfer rate at other than the
wick's design condition.
o Both earth-gravity and zero-gravity computations.
o Heat pipes having multiple sections each having different tilts.
o Multiple heat input and output zones.
*If the user wishes, he can have GRADE compute the initial porosity as the
highest for which the wick's condenser end will self-prime in a gravita-
tional field.
**We define stress as the local vapor-liquid pressure difference.
o Calculation of the amount of liquid contained in the wick.
o Calculation of the performance of uniform-porosity wicks with
a specified constant porosity.
o Calculation of optimum uniform-porosity wicks.
The mathematical model for flow through a wick is based on the TRW
Report No. 21160-6005-RU-00, "Capillary Flow through Partially Saturated
Wicks", however that analysis has been corrected and modified in light of
recent theoretical and experimental research. A brief discussion of the
mathematical basis for GRADE follows.
CAPILLARY PRESSURE
The model of capillary pressure generated by a fibrous wick includes
hysteresis, that is, the capillary pressure generated for filling being
significantly lower than that for emptying. The expression for the capil-
lary pressure P generated by a wick of porosity and of diameter 6
is given by
P = 3.247RH ( o (1)
Here, a is the surface tension and H is an empirical constant equal to
unity if the wick is filling and 1.955 if emptying. The empirical constant
R is the ratio of the maximum stress of a full region to the larger stress
necessary to half empty the region. Its value is approximately 0.6 .
Eq. (1) is derived by first calculating the component of force perpen-
dicular to a vapor-liquid interface exerted by surface tension acting on a
single fiber that penetrates the interface at an arbitrary orientation.
The force components of all fibers penetrating a given area are then summed
with proper account taken of the statistical distribution of their orient-
ations, and the sum is equated to the product of the capillary pressure
and the liquid area.
Eq. (1) can be solved for 4 , which results in
3.247RHo/6
P + 3.247RHa/6 (2)
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PERMEABILITY
The permeability K is the proportionality factor in Darcy's law,
dP
which relates the superficial mass flux M to the pressure gradient dP
and the kinematic viscosity u
K dP
u dx
The expression we use for the permeability in terms of the porosity d and
the fiber diameter 6 is
S4(1-)-(-)2-2 In(l-)-3 In(l-4) + -- (3)2
The empirical constant D is introduced to obtain close agreement between
theory and experiment.
This expression is derived by first calculating the drag on an arbi-
trarly orientated fiber segment in the presence of neighboring fibers.
The drags on all such segments contained in a cylindrical region whose
axis is aligned with the flow direction are summed with account taken of
the statistical distribution of their orientations. The total drag is
then equated with the difference in pressure forces at each end of the
cylinder.
OPTIMUM UNIFORM WICK
With the use of Eq. (1) for the capillary pressure and Eq. (3) for
the permeability, we can optimize the capacity of a uniform-porosity wick
with respect to its fiber diameter and porosity. The results for operation
in a gravitational field are
o The optimum porosity is 0.79 and the optimum fiber diameter
is such that Eq. (1) gives twice the hydrostatic contribution
to the stress at the evaporator end.
o If the fiber diameter is fixed, the optimum porosity is given
by Eq. (2) with P equal to twice the hydrostatic contribution
to the stress at the evaporator end.
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MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this formulation, we neglect vapor-flow pressure drop. Three
first-order differential equations govern the stress P (at the top of
the wick if in a gravitational field), the mass flow rate m , and the
cumulative mass M of liquid in the:wick:
dP v (x)+ pg dh (4)
d 1 X) (5)
dx Q(x)
dM= pA (x) , (6)
dh
where u , p , g , , A , and (x) are, respectively, the
kinematic viscosity, density, gravitational acceleration, latent heat,
wick area, heat-pipe slope, and heat input per unit length. The perme-
ability K is given by Eq. (3), and for the optimum graded-porosity wick,
the porosity p(x) is set just low enough to generate the required capil-
lary pressure. In particular, p(x) is taken as the lowest of:
(1) The porosity required to sustain the stress P , which is
calculated from Eq. (2) with the hysteresis constant H =
1.955
(2) The initial porosity o. , which, if not specified, is
calculated from Eq. (2) with P = pghw  ( hw is the wick
height) and H = 1
(3) The local self-priming porosity, which is calculated from
Eq. (2) with H = 1 and P = pg[h(x) + hw]
In zero gravity, priming is not a factor, and the porosity (x) is
the lower of Items (1) and (2) above. In non-zero gravity, if the user does
not require the wick to self-prime along its entire length at the operating
elevation, then the self-priming porosity given by Item (3) is not
considered. For this case, in actual operation the wick must first be
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primed by lowering the heat pipe to a more nearly level position prior to
its operation. The advantage of not requiring self-priming is that higher
maximum heat-transfer rates can be achieved.
The boundary conditions for the differential equations are
P(o) pgh w  if g o (7)
4o/Dvs if g o
where Dvs is the hydraulic diameter of the vapor space,
f(o) = M(o) = o , (8)
(o) = to (9)
and
P(L) = Pf (10)
If the final porosity p(L) = cf is specified rather than Pf , then Pf
is calculated from Eq. (1) with H = 1.955
The differential equations (4) - (6) are integrated repeatedly with
the Runge-Kutta routine. Each time, the total heat-transfer rate is adjust-
ed until Eq. (10) is satisfied, or, for a pre-specified porosity distribu-
tions, until the stress just matches the wick's critical stress anywhere
in the interval 0 < x - L
INPUT
The input is in Fortran NAMELIST form. The required parameters are
defined and discussed below. An input form is given in Table 1.
Headings
After writing on the first card or line the NAMELIST identifier
$GRDATA, the user then inputs two lines of descriptive information by
writing on one card or line HD1 = 60H followed by up to 60 characters
of title and on the next card or line HD2 = 60H followed by another
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GRADE automatically computes the required fluid properties for one of
several fluids, which the user specifies by selecting a value of LIQ from
the following list:
Fluid Temperature Range
LIQ = 1 Water (32F < T < 400F)
LIQ = 2 Ammonia (-108F < T < 190F)
LIQ = 3 Methyl Alcohol (-140F < T < 380F)
LIQ = 4 FREON-21 (-55F < T < 305F)
LIQ = 5 Ethane (-135F < T < 80F)
LIQ = 6 Methane (-280F < T < 120F)
LIQ = 7 Nitrogen (-340F < T < 250F)
The properties are for a temperature TKELVN that the user inputs in
degrees Kelvin. All other fluid properties are automatically computed for
that temperature. If another fluid is used, set LIQ = 0 . Then, values
must be specified for the following quantities:
Quantity Symbol Units
Liquid density RHOL Kg/cu. m
Surface tension ST Newtons/m
Liquid viscosity VISL Newton-sec/sq. m
Latent heat HFG Joules/Kg
Caution must be used with fluids other than ammonia at ambient
temperatures. Since GRADE was specifically written for ammonia heat
pipes, the vapor-flow pressure drop was neglected. For fluids with a




The following quantities specify the cross-sectional geometry:
Quantity Symbol Units
Wick area AW sq. cm
Wick height from tube bottom HW cm
Fiber diameter DIAF cm
Initial porosity PHIO dimensionless
Final porosity PHIF dimensionless
Vapor-space hydraulic diameter DIAVS cm
Final stress PF cm liquid
For non-zero-gravity calculations, if the user sets PHIO = 0.0 ,
GRADE calculates a value just low enough for the wick to self prime at
the condenser end. If the user chooses to specify the final stress,
instead of a final porosity, he sets PHIF = 0.0 and PF to a non-zero
value. Otherwise, PF is set to zero.
To calculate the performance of a homogeneous wick, both PHIF and
PF are set to zero, and PHIO is set equal to the desired constant
porosity of the wick. If PHIO is set to zero, GRADE calculates an optimum
value that gives the highest capacity for the operating condition. If, in
addition, the fiber diameter DIAF is set to zero, GRADE will supply
optimum values for both DIAF and PHIO
Heat Input
The user specifies the heat-input distribution by specifying the
fraction of the total heat-transfer rate for up to ten segments of the
heat pipe. Heat transfer is assumed to be constant along the given
segment. Values for the following parameters are required:
NQ - the number of segments, which must not exceed ten, into
which the heat pipe is divided.
XQ(I) - the length of the Ith segment in cm. The segments must
be numbered consecutively along the heat pipe beginning
at the condenser end.
FQ(I) - the fraction of the total heat-transfer rate entering the Ith
segment. If the Ith segment is adiabatic, FQ(I) is
negative.
QD)T - A nominal heat-transfer rate in watts, which is the user's
best guess at the maximum. A close guess reduces the
number of iterations to the final answer.
Elevations
The user specifies the heat-pipe orientation in a gravitational
field by inputing values for elevations of points along the heat pipe
where the slope changes. Between points, GRADE assumes a linear variation
of elevation. Values of the following parameters are required (except
for zero gravity):
NELEV - the total number of points along the heat pipe, which must
not exceed 10.
XELEV(I) - the distance along the heat pipe in cm to the Ith point.
Both ends of the heat pipe must be input, therefore the first
point must be at zero distance [XELEV(1) = 0.0], and the last
at the total heat-pipe length [XELEV(NELEV) = L].
ELEV(I) - the elevation in cm of the Ith point relative to a horizon-
tal refernece plane.
GEE - gravitational acceleration in standard gravities.
Program Control
The following quantities relate to the mechanics of the program and
user options:
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DX - integration step size, in cm.
ISLFPRM - equals 1 if the user requires the wick to self-prime at the
specified elevations and zero load.
- equals 0 if the user does not require the wick to self prime.
NCASE - equals 1 if another case follows.
- equals 0 if another case does not follow.
LASTPHI - equals 1 if the porosity distribution of the last case is
to be used.
- equals 0 if it is not to be used.
$END - ends NAMELIST input.
If another case is to follow (NCASE = 1), then another NAMELIST input
follows that is exactly like the first except only those quantities that
are to be different in the new case are included. Up to ten cases can
be run. The NAMELIST input for the sample calculations are included in
Appendix A.
OUTPUT
GRADE first prints the headings that the user has input. The input
variables and computed thermodynamic properties are printed next. The
final iterated solution follows, which consists of the maximum heat-
transfer rate, the total amount of liquid in the wick, and a tabulation
of distance along the heat pipe, stress, static head, porosity and critical
stress. The static head is that part of the stress due to gravity. The
critical stress is the maximum the wick can sustain without failing.
SAMPLE PROBLEM
To demonstrate GRADE, a typical heat pipe was analyzed. It has a
.356-cm x 1.128-cm (.140-in x .444-in) slab wick with a fiber diameter of
.01016 cm (.004 in). The heat pipe is 180-cm long with single condenser,
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adiabatic and evaporator sections of 60 cm. Performance was studied for
ammonia at 2940K (700 F).
For the first run (output in Appendix A) the evaporator end was
elevated 2 cm. A final stress of 7 cm is specified, which is slightly
above the pumping ability of a .0178-cm (.007-in) pore. (We have previous-
ly judged that such a pore corresponds to the critical stress at which
grooves lose communication with the wick. By setting PHIO=O. we let
GRADE calculate the initial porosity that is just low enough to prime the
condenser end of the wick. We require in the first run that the entire
wick has a no-load self-priming capability at the 2-cm elevation (ISLFPRM
1). GRADE computed a maximum heat-transfer rate of 81.3 watts (3843 watt-
in). The stress and porosity distrubtion are shown in Fig. 1. Until the
break in the stress curve at 120 cm, the reduction in porosity is due to
the self-priming requirement.
For the second run, the same porosity variation was studied in zero
gravity. The calculated maximum heat-transfer rate is 141 watts (6661
watts-in). Notice that in zero gravity, the initial stress has the low
value of the vapor-space capillary pressure, whereas in earth gravity the
initial stress is set by the hydrostatic head at the top of the wick
of 1.128 cm.
For the third run, the self-priming requirement of the first run
was dropped (ISLFPRM = 0). This increased the maximum heat-transfer rate
to 115 watts (5452 watt-in). The wick porosity remains constant at its
initial value until at 62 cm the stress reaches the capillary-pressure
limit of the wick for emptying.
In the fourth run, the wick designed in the third run is studied
in zero gravity. The maximum heat transfer rate is 200 watts (9439 watt-in).
In the fifth run, we study a homogeneous wick with a porosity of
.683, which is the same final value as the graded-porosity wicks. Thus
the homogeneous and graded-porosity wicks have the same elevation at which
the heat-transfer capacity goes to zero. The calculated capacity for the
homogeneous wick at a 2-cm elevation is 30 watts (1409 watt-in).
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Elevation Capacity
1. Self-priming wick 2 cm 3843 watt-in
2. Self-priming wick 0-g 6661
3. Non-self-priming wick 2 cm 5452
10 1.0 4. Non-self-priming wick O-g 9439
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FIGURE 1. Porosity and Stress Distribution for the Sample Problem
APPENDIX A
SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT AND OUTPUT
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1.5300E+02 tn.4'16E+0O 2.8836E+LO 6.4416E+u!
1.6000E+02 6.5157E+00) 2.9058E+fi 6.9872E-01 6.5157E+PC
1.6263OE+C2 6o5360E*OO 2.9290E+OU 6096',ou-C1 6.5860L+9JC
i.64D3E+D2 bo65?22E4+0 ?.9502E+CD 6.9434E-vi 6.652E+Uit
1*66 O3Eo+O2 6.7141E+JO 2*9724E+00 6.137~3E-LI 6.714.1F+00
1.6303E +02 6*711-E+00 2.9947E*CO 695FL 6.7715t+fO
1.7JOCE+02 684--D 3 0169E+00O 6.nI89CE-El 6.20FO
1.72COE*O2 6 .3714c-+0 3.0391E+CO (-; .3 74 1-- C1 6. P1714E+ i
i*76F+I2 6~.9501L4+00 3.0836E+OO 6.8496E-Cl 6..953iE+0fl
*1.7300E+62 6.31+0 3.105A.E+iJ 6.34OflE-51 6.9311F+00
1. 3 3 E + 62 7.bO'02ZL+OfJ 3 .12 8 0E + 0 6. 32?E-CO1rr6E.3
GRADE SAMPLE PROBLEM CASE NO. 2
SELF-PRIMING WICK ZERO SRAVITY
INFUT VARIABLES AND FLUID PROPERTIES:
LIQUI3 NJMBER................. LIO = 2
TEMPERATJRE................... TKELVN = 2.940C0F+02 DEGREES KELVIN
LIQUID DENSITV................ RHOL = 6.09435E+02 KG/CU. M
.SURFACE FENSION............... ST = 2.03409E-02 NEWTONS/M
LIiUI VISCOSITY ............. VISL = 1.37840E-04 NEWTON-SEC/SQ M
LATENT HEAT ................. HFG.= 1.185761+06 JOULES/KG
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION.... GEE = 0. STANOARD GRAVITVIS
WICK AREA ..................... AW - 4.1000E-91 SQ. CM
WICK HEIGHT,.................. HW = 1.I2 8 00L+00 CM
WICK FIBER DIAMETER........... DIAF = 1.016 iE-02 CM
INITIAL POROSITY .............. PHIG = G.
FINAL FOROSITY................ PHIF = C.
FINAL STRESS.................. PF = 7.000Gr+90 CM LIQ.
VAPOR-SPACE DIAMETER.......... DIAVS - 4.700CE-01 :M
NOMINAL HEAT-TRANSFER RATE.... JDOT = 1.0C3OCE+?2 WATTS
NO. HEAT-INPUT SETIONS....... NO = 3
SECTION NUMBER 1
SECTION LENGTH........... XO = 6.0000CE+31 CM
HEAT-INPUT FRACTION...... FQ = -1.C000 i +=
SECTION NUMBER ?
SECTION LENGTH.,....... XO = 6. OGL0 E+01 GM
HEAT-INPUT FRACTION ...... FO = 0.
SECTION 4UMBER 3
SECTION LENGTH.......... X = 6.0JCjCEi+31 C
HEAT-INPUT FRACTICN...... FQ = 1.0003fCE+J
NO. ELFVATION PJINTS.......,.. NELEV = 2
ELEVATION POINT NO. I
DISTANCE TO POINT....,,,. XELEV = O. CM
ELEVATION OF POINT....... ELEV C O. C
ELEVATIO4 POINT NO. 2
DISTANCE TO POINT........ XELEV = 1.80000E+02 CM
ELEVATION OF POINT....... ELEV = 2.C3OU0E+Oo0 M
INTEGRATION STEP SIZE......... DX.= 2.00000E+00 CM
ANOTHER CASE 4(=NO, i=YES).... NCASE = 1
USE LAST P3ROSITY DISTN...... LASTPHI = 1
REQUIRE SELF PPIME,.......... ISLCFRM = 1
N,
FINAL SOLUTION
THE MAXIIUM HEAT-TRANSFER iATE IS 1* 39551E+02 WATTS
THE TOTAL LIlU1J IN WICK( IS 3.43306E+01 GRAMS
DISTANCE STRESS STATIC HEAD POt0OSITY .RIT. ST?,ESS
(T)(CM LIQs) (CM LTQ.) (CM L10,)
a. 2*984OfE-01 n. 8.7255E-01 2.2C52E+Ot
2.30+6 2.9392E-01 0. 8.70467EJI 2.2487E+00
4.JJJOEf+tJ 3*05iEi-31 go 8* 6d2-4E-^i 2.29?1E-7+J0
6*JQE0 SC325iE-01 1 80.bblk-A 2.3356E+00
d.O003E+uG 3.0722E-01 9. 8.6398E-[!1 2.3 7900000
I10J5JE+o1 3*1248.-OIt 0. 8 613'.E-i0i 2.4225E+OG
i*00+l 3*IiiE-Oi 0. 8.597iE-__6i ?.4659E+OC
i.4GQ3E+0i 3.2721E-Gi 0. 8.5753E_-J1 2.5.j94L+CO
i~b3OsjE+01 313685E-0I1 go 8.55438E'-02.5811
l.8JCEi.bI 3*43IOE-01 0. 8o5335cE-01 2.5962E+Jr
2 * 0J 0 0 E +C i6106E-Gi 3. 8. 5129-UL 2. 639 7F+ U0
2.2JC0E*0I 3. 7582E-01 0. 8.49211--Ul 2.63831E+IC
2.400uE--+CI 3.9246E-31 n. 8.4714E-61 2.7560
2 .6 30C E+Cl 4*1i05E- j1 0. 8.45097-01 2, 77!C,;+00
20800LE+G1 4s3i7~iE-01 0. 8.4304E,-rC1 3 t+
a a a 9F)+ 01 4+.546!E-01 0. 8 o 11I1"E.- 1 286Ec
3.2063L+Ct 4.7977E-ij 0. 8.13897E-0 2.014:1
3.49uuE.Gi 5.L727E-0I 0. 8.65 1 2.9438f-+O00
3s6JOGE~+0a 593724E-61 0. 8,349'4E-01 2*9372-F+tr,
.dg0JEz+c1 5*6973E-Ui I U. .32b.z--V 3 dl 7
4.001E+C1 b.c5Q3E-0I pl. 8.03 1 3.074IF:4%
4*20C0E~ul 4 3.7r - 0. ~.8~7f1 3*1176F+fl
4 . 6 0 0 0+L i. 7273E-01 0 . 8. '215'4C- ;1 3. ? r45E+ 0
4..80LOEU01 T. 7 53 9 E-U 0. 6. 23 (194-1 3o49E
5*24063E+0I. 3.79322E-01 3. 1.9 2 L:- C,1 3,3344E*i00
5 .400 ),E + C1 '4* 3 64 9t_- 1 3. . 17 2 4-__-441 3. 37ijE+or
5.6jr0E4-01 -3.9740E-01 i. 15 '~37;:-C 6 3.4217Et00
5.30GClEfOl 1. 0621+00 L. 8.1346E-01 343i5EO
6*OLiWE4u1 1*1306EGUO L.8*1156EE-61 35i3EV
6. 23GJE4ul 1.23i17E+03 1.3. C96,E-Ci 3,552LiE. 1(
o4]lE01 1.2744E430 1+. .9. c7 10-c I 3.59455E+Ot'
66J 0 9E +i l.13483E+00 2. 8. i592E-cY1 3*6389F+U-r
6..8000E+01 t*4?S5iE4GO 0. 8.3406E-Ci 3.6824E+00
7.30OQE4C1 129E +3 0 . B. 0221E-Cl 3. 7?58E+ IC
7.2900E+01 3,37Eu . 8.0036-Z[l 3.7692?i+CC
7*4'.CiE*ul loE643EJ00 1. 7. 3352-O0 S.8i27E+OC0
?'6ijJEfei 1.7477i400 0. 7199F -Ll 3.8561E+i00
.836+i 1.833LiL+U' 0. 7.'i4487E-nl 3.899%E+Ce
8.O0UE+0l l.920E-+Li i. 7.93C6E-C.1 3o9430E*00
8.2JO0tE+OI 2.0093E4-03 0. 7,9126E-W-i. 3,9865E+00
8*4JUJE+01 2o 1004Et+O 0. 7. 3946E - 0 4. 0 29E +C
3.63000Ef-l 2.1334EO00 0. 7. 3767E-P0l 4 .Ul734E+ 30
8.8j03r.4+ol 2288E+00 0. 7*589fE-01 's.i168E'00
9.9h.JGEfci 2.3355E+CO 0. 7.34'12F.-Gi 4stIFl2E+0C
q.10?O .4347Ef2O0 G. 7.1236E-Oil 4.2037E+0C
9*4000Et6l ? 05859E+2 a 0. I . 4G60E-Cl 4 *24 7 1E+6C
9.63COE+61 2*6i93E413J 0. '. T885E-Cil 4.2936E+01
J03 I +01 ? .7 4E4 7Li.g 7*7711E-,-i 4. 3340E+ 0C
i.3300E+02 2.9024E+90 C. 7.753BE-ul 4-37753E.+00
4b3C2EuJ 0. 7. 7366=-CA 4.420q.E+05
i.4.O+2 3.1243E'00 0. 7.7ii.E-i1 4,4644E4-00
1.QU-CdE+L2 3.238iF+d0 0. 7.10323E:-Ci 4,17E0
i*UriODE#C2 3.3552Et00 0. 7. 6853E-CI 405512 +00,C
16I0UOE+U? 3,474.2E7Li'l 0. 76;563 -01 .i7+,
1.1200E+02 3 . 954r:+2O, 3. 7. 5515-cl1 4.63il--+OC
i1l't 00E+U.Z 3*719lE+Ud 0. 7.6347E.-61 4.~6Z
i.160OE+U.2 3 s34 51E.+O 1 7.613)Th-Ul 4 ,7 ?56+ 0C,
1.1300Z4U2 3*9735Er+OJ 0. 7.6IC13E-Ll 4.7635L+00
1,2LiuuE+t2 4l.ii45t+00 Li. 7,58Li7E-01l 4*19EU
I .22 C CE + j2 4.23o4E4-CO I. 4.456iEt-A
1.20'OJF+02? L.411t+J i L. 7.53224.7E-Ol *7C1
i.2300E+02 4*6234E+Gl I.. 7.462-C 5.012En
l.J~IuOF+0Z 4.?53?3&PeUg 0. 7.4532:L-cl 5 s1 1 7F + iC
i.3?DE!Qs0? L4d3tL2E+t00 0. 7.i~P-l 5.l64E+ ,
l.3GJE"+CC 5 0 13TE4' +. a ?a.37 947. 1-,1 5 .3 66 4 E +0C
1.36UJ fu2 ,.1377E+C.J Li. 7.3446E-01 .431:O
1 ,33 0 G,.+r,2 5.2,0L4E+) i 1 'E~. - C 1 5*55C97C"+OC
1.43 ?GF4+2 5.33i06E+,C0 . 7. ?7ES- G 1 5.;653F + 1
le4200F+C2 5ac,147E+63 i 7.24Z36-_'f 9J
I 4.OE+Cl- 5.6363E4-oa 0. 7*211377-01 5.8435E+IC
i.460OE4C? 5.7564E+00 0. 7.78E0 5.5i355E4GC
I.43COE*O2 5*873UE+00 0. 7. 1431E-01 6 .C 25 8'7+ 0 C
1.53h0EfO2 5.9162S+05i C. 7.1194E-i1 6.il41E+Ol
.. 52 A)E*C2 6 .C 355 E+ 01 ~.2907E-0i 6 .2 00IE + 0
i.5(+COE4Ci2 Fo20l4E+a3 0 7* 56 3 E01 6.28i36E+00
iOJE+C,2 b.3540 0. 7*0365E-Oi 6.3642+O00
i.5Ii00E+U2 6*34i51E+CG) 0. 7. It2E-UI 6.4416E4-00
1.66C.OE+02 5*4839E+0J) i. Es'3872E-CA 6.5157E+00
1.62( 3E+C2 6,5662E+00J 0. . 9646'-01G 6.58~66E+00
ieb400E+02 6 *641.bc- C0 G. 6.943 4;--I1 6.6522E+00
t.6 EB? 67097E+00 g. 6.9237-"7-C1 6.7141E+00
1.630uE+02 6 *769 3E+ r; 6. 90 5 5 -1 6. 7 715E+lfC
6 . 8 2.1 2 8?1 + + J 0.689iE-a0I.20EO
1.7?0)LE+02 6*86493E.03 i3. 6.3741w--Cl 6.87t4F+00,
1.74flfE+f2 6 .8 9 1E +C c 3. 6. 66I02:-01 6.91353E+00
i.7O'OF+02 6,9236E+00 01. 6.8496E-oi E.9501E400
1.7300E1C? 6*93B5E+39 0. 6. 3L00dE-O1 6.'i8iE+3c
lo~~c-+0 6*1*6E+U . 6 .83 2 2-,:- 01 7.06
GRADE SAMPLE 3ROBLEM CASE NO. 3
NON-SELF-PRIMING WICK 2-CM ELEVATION
INPUT VARIA3LES AND FLUIJ PROPERTIES:
LIQUI) NUMBER ................ LIO = 2
TEMPERATURE.................. TKELVN = 2.940LGE+02 DEGPEES KELVIN
LIQUID DENSITY.............. RHOL = 6.03435E+02 KG/CU. M
SURFACE TENSION.........*...* . ST = 2.G9409E-O2 NEWTONS/M
LIQUID VISCOSITY.............. VISL = 1.37840E-04 NEWTON-SEC/SQ. M
LATENT HEAT................... HFG = 1.18576E+96 JOULES/KG
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION.... GEE = 1.V00000DC 0 STANDARD GRAVITIES
WICK AREA ..................... AW = 4.01008E-01 SQ. CM
WICK HEIGHT.................. HW = 1.128U0E+00 CM
WICK FIBER DIAMETER....*...... DIAF = 1.016L0E-02 CM
INITIAL POROSITY.... ........ PHI = 0.
FINAL PO.OSITY*................... PHIF = 0.
FINAL STRESS.................. PF = 7.000CE+0C CM LIQ.
VAP'OR-SPACE DIAMETER.......... OIAVS = 4.70000E-01 CM
NOMINAL HEAT-TRANSFER RATE.... QDOT = i.O00CE+02 WATTS
NO. HEAT-INFUT SECTIONS......0  NO = 3
SECTION NUMBER i
SECTION LENGTH.......... XQ = 6.00000E+0i CM
HEAT-INPUT FRACTION...... CQ = -i.000tCE+0q
SECTION NUMBER 2
SECTION LENGTH ......... XQ = 6.0000TC L+01 2
HEAT-INPUT 9RACTION...... CQ = 0.
SECTION NUMBER 3
SECTION LENGTH.*.......... X = 6.G000E+1 CM
HEAT-INPUT FRACTIONJ...... ' = 1.0300OE+Ou
NO. ELEVATION POINTS.......... NELEV = 2
ELEVATION POINT NO. I
DISTANCE TO POINT........ XELEV = O. CM
ELEVATION OF POINT....... ELEV = 0. CM
ELEVATION POINT NO. 2
JISTANCE TO POINT........ XELEV = 1.-8GOCE+0 2 CM
ELEVATION OF POINT....... ELEV = 2.000 E+C0 ;M
INTEGRATION STEP SIZE......... DX = 2.00000E+00 CM
ANOTHER CASE (L=NO, I=YES).... NCASE = I
USE LAST POROSITY DISTN....... LASTPH = C
REQUIRE 3LLF PRIE............ ISLFPRM = 0
FINAL SOLUTIONl
THE MAXI1lU,4 HEAT-TR.ANSPER RATE TS 1*1.5430E+02 WATTS
THE TOTAL LIlUID IN dICK IS 3.156100E+gi GRAMS
DISTANCE- STRESS STATIC tIFAD POROSITY GRIT* STFSS
J. 11?8E4KU I.2~3E+- 2*?152E+oo
4.01~JtA00 I174E.KO 1.i74E+CC $.7265Ei-C0 2.2'CieF4a0
4 .0 3 aE +0O 1.04G i.17?4E$OC 7.?2 -)5 -.- CL1 2.215F+
3*00COE+0C 1.2-136E+09 I 12 169 E + C 8. 7265,:- LI 2.21U52E+00
I a 0 0C 0E+ C 1 1.?'.35E*OiQj -2 1.~311 E + t 8 7 2o3 65E 'jI 2.2i052E+0o
1.?Uo3+a1 1.0?763FE+O i.?613E+Q 8.72F-5 £1C 2.2U52E+j0
1-4300OE+01 I i3 +4j -+ 0 I.?836E+oc 8. 72 1 2.2F+ a r
1.60cjhc1+c 1*3324.'E+ I 1. 35i E+0 ~ 8. 7265 7-c Cl 22.1;52L+OC
2*GJiOE*UI 1*39IJEfUa 10350CIEuc ti7265E7- 1 2.2,52ti0C
2.200CEt-of 1-4223E+J0 1.37.24E*CU 8. 72 65E- o 2 .23 5 2E+GC
2.4J03E+01 1.57+o 1.3947E+00 8. 72 6r_ IJ 2.2 52E+01)2.6100E+o01 1. 4373E+ 0 1 i^f16i:i+ ) 0~5~
2*8903E+UI 1*5208E4KJO 1.43q1IL-G, 8 o7 26 ' .2521
3.0)GOE*GI I i5 55 1 E +1 1.4 6 3 --,O 8. 72 65 o'122- E
3 .2 0 0 E + 01 i*5402E+0Oa I. 4836 E + A -7 t- o!5F0
3.4300E+.0I. 1.b262E+o3 1.558+n. 5.7255;-C1nj 2.2C5?Pii+Vr
3 tJCGEtG1 i.E63JE+00 I.523CE+Ca i . 72 613 - 01
4.29JCUOE+a 1.7734EF+GQ) 1.97E0 .7 2 6 5,22u2
4.1UCE+01 1 08 8 5 E+ 00 1.6i169L+00 .72 E,5Pf 2.?2u52EI+QC
4.6300E+01 1.8 i5E~0'i 1.6391E+00 2./L6 3cz-L1
5.0JU9JE+C1. 1*94k3tEtVU L.6836f+c, 8. 72 65 F- r[I
5 .2 J CE +U I 1.9374E*4IC I.7658E+010 872 6Et1 2. L 5 2
5.469"+l 037FuU I * Z F +c Fj *7.265'EiC1
S300 ELLI I.2?E# 1. 772 4 E+ U0 8. 7265E-01 2.KLL5E
6.2GE+ 1 2. 2167E+O a 1.416)E~sJ 8.720E9 2.2167E+rGO
0 .4J 1i if- +0 2* 2r,45L+3% 18331E+,C .~oE ?. ?645E +0C
6 .61 GOL+10 . 31 3?E+ 0 1.6613E+c.O 8.6724,-7-Cl 2.3132F+00
6o8JCUE+01 2,.3629E4IO 1.3835EtQO 8.6I,77E-old 2.3 6?9F+OC
7.O000OE+bl 2,4137EKai 1-9 5iE+Oi 8.6227w-Cl 2.4137F+100
7.20UGE+Cl 2*4056E4:J 1.9280.L+OG' 8.5972EF-CI 2.4656E+00
7.i.OU0-*Ci ? 5137E4K30 1.95j2E+00 8.5713E-Ul 2.5187L+00
T.r),OC-JE+C1l 2*5729E*U-O 1.47?4iC 8.545E-C1 2.5729E+lf!
7*~ioE*+1. 2.6?A4c1+3J 1*9947 L4-OU 2.6284E~r)l
8.33O0L-+6 -.635~2E+00 2*016W)+00 804911iJ-n 2.6a52E+Gn
8.?.E?1 ,433F+00 2oO39tE+VG 8.4632'--1 2.7433E+001
ds00-+l 298*7,,?E+Cl 2,3613E4O00 6.4353E"'-01 2*8129E+00
8 .6 J3E + 0 ?.8643t*E+003 2.G 36E+0 6 L 6TH0 2.36PFo
8.j+CI 2.9?66E+09~ 2.105bE4I0 b ~ .37 75E-C1 2.9266L+C2
2. Ctb .'OE~ 2?3 0E + 6 5. 3477T-Ul
. 1 i5 7 3E + J 2*1502E+00 8 . 3 1-c 1 3371-0
9*43059:*Ul 3.124.3-:+05 2.1724E+00 8.2864EC-01 3.i2'-4E+nVl
3.6000E+iA 3 . 1446 E + 0 2.i947E+OC 3 . 1 4 4 6 r.1 + E+%
~.~3C]EO . 2564Ft.E 2.21697+00 8.2??6--lI 7.2664Th
I.OJLDE*O2 3.34 4+UA~ 2.2391E+I)C 8.1396.--C1 .41FO
I JE+02 3 ?6 .2EF.13E4-Ub.1 - 3. 4 166E+NC
1.J'.OOE*02 3,4952E+00 ?.2 8 3. E + 0 8 .1213 E,- ' 3.4.952F+3C
1.0 fLCE4Ii ,2 3.576E~t+1) ?.3058E+iLG 5.18627--n-1. 3.5763E+On,
3.62~o ?*323OE+CV 1.c5cU-- 3.6602E400
1 iG2+62 3 . 7463E+31) 2 . 3 5E'+ C C 13-1 3 .7 463 E * J
I *12 C UE+ 92 3. 8.1 3E + C 2 .3 7 4 -0L 7. )7q2c-Ci 3.8366f+3r
1.4j.92,9E-C 2.394.7F+00f 7.3362L--f1 3.9295E+00
11 0 E 2 4 .62 5 9 E + 2.4169E+00 7. 8962a-rI'l 40 159
1.1300E+02 4.1260IE:+00 2.4391E+00 7.3552E-C1 4.12FiGk4GP
1.30+2 4*2301w4O03 2.461JE+00 7.81?9E-(O .?01LJ
l2?Ec 4.3374EK9 R.4836E!I+00 7o761i7-1 4.3374+00(
1.40+2 4.4461E4103 ?.51-35E+OV .7b 4.44L61EiI01,
1.26O0iL*O2 5 E + - 2 . 52 19E + 0 7.6i34'.4i 4.56A+30
1.2309E+Cc. 4*.6E72E+Cj 2.552E+Lo 7.04j.?-C1 4.,7E0
1.330OZ*o2 '..7793E4KiO 2-ti24E+CO 7.97t1 i. .. J0E+
_.'l'0 _ . '23E .5947E+CC 79553*--U 4 A
13 C , F r2 5.3353E+ODn 2 .6169E + 0 7. 5116b £1 5r '
2.o391E+Ou u.,91G 5.1197r-+OC
3 i +6F 52 33 J 'U: 2.6613EL+CC 7 . 4 274K-1 5 .?: ~3 %: + C0
1.43JF 5.3479E+013 2.E.830cE4 7.386Fh-LI .41.,l
1.4200OF+02 .46 15.- +(1 ?7V3C1031 .3 452E-C 1 5 .4 61 L
1*4400E+62 5.5744.E4OJ 2.20 0 7. 3[52E-01 5.5744F+00O
t.46OuE+02 5.6362-::7+3 2.75C9?E+CC 7.2659E-iiJl 5.6862E+00
1.4.303EL+02 56 7966EC+0 2 77?4E+C@ 7.2275-ti 5.7966E+U'l
i.5GOEi1J2 5.9flS2EiCO 2:7947E+CO 7.1902a-OGi 5*9052E+30
1.52COE+02 6*0115E+&Q 2*3169E4I'O 7.154GE-31 6.OGiEE+jO
1.51.OJE+02 6015J3E+f 2* 839iE-O 7.1191-1 b.115'E + 0
i.56uOE.G2 6.2154.E+CO 2.3613E+007Qr-E0 .25Eg
1.53LCOE+02 6.3.122E+ool 2.3836E+LG 7.3530E-01 6* 3122E+0 C
b.46i43E*JU 3.9fl~dL*OO 7.-232E-C1 6*4L,48E+d[,
1.5UOE'02 6.Ad+J 2.3 St~lQ b  9 345F- 0;1 6 ?I-
1o0400L+02 6.5756E+60 2.9502E+60 6.9679E-0~1 6.556E+)fo
1.5L+2 b.b523E+03 2-.9724E+00 6.9432?- 6,521+0
1.30+G- .7233E+J3 2.394+7F+00 6.920 0oE-Ul 6.723Eflf
1,109r'+02 6-783EKii3 J. 3 19E +00 6* 4a92 6% 7)14E+ 0
i,72O9E+92 b85EW 30II06. -CI 6,,8459E+06
i.7400E4-O2 .8 961'-_ K 3.J61LE400 6 . 164E- -J1 6 * 896 1E + j0
1017500E+02 E)*9387E+00 3.0836E+0 .3 E-r 6. 93 47E+ C
i.30+2 6e9732=Ef00 3.IU56E+00 b.84?4--O 6*9732F+0%
i.3J IE+02 6.9996E+U] 3.i23jE-CD 6*3 3 4 3 E-u1 6 . 39 : F + uC
LA)
GRADE SAMPLE PROBLEM CASE NO. 4
NON-SELF-PRIMING WICK ZERO GRAVTTY
INPUT VARIAB3LS AND FLUID PROPERTIES:
LIQUIO JMBE*................. LIO = 2
TEMPERATURE ........ .*........ TKELVN = 2.943CCF+62 DEC-REES KELVTN
LIQUID ENSITY................. RHOL = 6.09435E+C2 <G/CU. M
SURFACE TENSION............... ST = 2.09409E-2 NEWTONS/I
LIQUID VISCOSITY.............. VISL = 1.37340E-04 NEWTON-SEC/SQ. M
LATENT HEAT..... .............. HFG = 1.18576E+06 JOULES/KG
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION.... GEE = 0. STANOARD GRAVITIES
WICK AREA.................... AW = 4. 1300-O1 SQ. CM
WICK HEIGHT.............. HW = 1.12 ~ E+O0 CM
WICK PIBER UIAMETER*.......*.. DIAO = 1.01600E-2 CM
INITIAL POROSITV.............. PHIO = 0.
FINAL FOROSITY ..... .......... PHIF = 0.
-A
FINAL STRESS.................. PF = 7.00000E+00 CM LIQ.
VAPOR-SPACE DIAMETER.......... DIAVS = 4.n7 E-l1 CfM
NOMINAL AEAT-TRANSFER RITE.... OOT = 1.00GGIE+02 WATTS
NO. HEAT-INPJT SECTIONS ....... NO = 3
SECTION AUMBFR .1
SECTION LENGTH.......... KQ = 6.00000E+ol CM
HEAT-INPUT FRAOTION..... FO = -I.OO0F+ [
SECTION NUM3ER 2
SFCTION LENGTH...... .... XQ = 6.0C0LLi+01 CM -
HEAT-INPUT FRACTION ..... FO = 0.
SECTION NUMBER 3
SECTION LENGTH........... XO = 6.0000E+01 CM
HcAT-INPUT FRACTIOl...... FQ = 1.000Ot +00
NO. ELEVATION POINTS.......... NELEV = 2
ELEVATION POINT NO. 1
DISTANCE TO POINT........ XELEV = l. CM
ELEVATION OC PJINT....... ELEV = 0. CM
ELEVATION POINT NO. 2
OIsrANCE TO POINT...,..*. XELEV = 1.80j1,+j2 CM.
ELEVATION OF POINT....... ELEV = 2.0O00CL+O0 Cl
INTEGRATION STEP SIZE.*....*. * OX = 2.0000E+ o CM
ANOTHER -ASE (L=NO, I=YESI.... NCASEf= I
USE LAST POROSITY OISTN....... LASTPHI = 1
REQUIRE SELF PRIME.......... ISLFPRM = 0
CA
FINAL SOLUTION
THE MAXIIUM HEATIRANSFEgR RATE IS 2.Oi0uOOF4O2 WATTS
THE TOTAL LIQUI0 IN vWIC< IS 3.56100E+01 GRAMS3
DISTANCF STRESS STATIC HEAD POR~OSITY C'RIT. STQEss
(C M) (CM LID.) (CM LIQ.1 (04 LIQ.)
0. 2.334JE-)I 0. 807265-Oil 2.2052E+!C
2.0900CE*00 2*.932E-gi 0. 8.25:Ui 2.2052E+30
4.aO3U.JCCI.~-oI 0. 8.7265c-Cil 2.? 52E-00
6.0000E+00 3, 0490E-0 1 0. ~.o7 26 5E-C 1 2. 2 52 C+ i
3.3auj2Ef0Q 3.0995E-01I 0. .7265E-V'1 2*2052E4-00
1.2000E+oi 3.2439E-01 0. 8.7265cE-Ll 2.?flSE+O0
I.4300E+C1 3.3377E-1i 0. .726i;7-v-l ?.2J15211+00
1 a 6J10OE+ C 1 3 a445 9E-0 1 9. d7265:-J1 2 -ot E +0 0
i.3J03E*lI 3*564I6E-01 1. Se25:-l 2.2?52E+OC
2.000tCE4X91 3.7053E-ji 0. i . 72 65 :-:-- " 2.2'52E+SC
2.2 3uUE+iUi 3.83573F,-Oi 0. 8. 72 651E-01 2. 2 )5 2r*+ 0
2.4tJ0E4O1 4 o 023 3E-0I 1 0. * 7265:-:-ul 2.2u52t.L+00
~?*600QEt+iI 4.203.icE:-31 g. ;3*7265z-1 2.iu2El0
2.30GOE+0i 4. 398 7E- 0 0. 8. 7 2 6 5 "- - ?.2'52Et00
3.'GE.1 .6iJ8IE-Ji Z. 8.7rb-,65-C- 2.2J52L+OQ
3.2uOOE+Oi 4,.8317E-11l 0. 8,f2b5.---1Q 2*2.,352E-00
3o4000E+G1 5*a699E-?1 0. 8.7265E-0i 2.2u,52L4-00
306jou3E401 5.325E-roi 3. 8* 72 6 1 2.-j2EG
3.8j~oE+C1 .f5 335 - .7 65-I-l 2.2-52FJ+O
4 .0 0 E +0 1 5oi57iJE-01 8. .72 65: - L 2.?j2EG
4.43LOE4Jl 5 . 47 7 3E- U 1 . .?65E-' 1 2.2 5 2 F+ C l
4.6JOC^E+01 5. 2 l- 0 1 0. p (?65L-- u1 2 ?-+,C
4.8V300cE+U1 1 . 1413 C-c1 0. .72b--M 2 . 2T,5 2 E + 0
5.Ejj5E+6u1 J. 42 5- 01 0. 5.72 5 1 2 52z-+f0
6.33fEOE4-1 9 *474SE-01I 0.0 8. 72 6C- 6 2.2C'52E+GO
6.2C0nEte1 1*.9124E-01 g 3 .72 17r_ -O 2. 216 7E+ 0C
6.L.JGOE+01 1 .0355E+OJ G.8.o7~C 2.2E45E+OC
6.6300E+Ci i*6315E+GJ 0. 3.7E-1 2.3132L+JC
6.8300E+01 1.12,42P-+00 0. 6. 64 7 7E- 01 2.3629E-+dO
7.O3COE.3i- 1.1787E*00 0. 3.6227E-rU. 2.4137Es'00
7.40tOE+01 I*Z35E+w:'i f. .5713E-01 2.5137E*OC
7.6000E+61 1.3393L+CO 0. 8.545YI--01 .72E0
7083~COE+ I 1*3')66;-+003 e.15183E,01- 2,6284E+O00
8*~00OE+01 1.L565E-IC0 0. 8.4911=i-Di 265E3
8.ejauE+0i 1*5187E+00 0. 8.4635-f-.l 2.7433E*+iC
8.4300E+uI. i.535E+0O J. 8.4-353E-03i 2.B329E*0UP
8.6 ]r'E+Ci i.6503Et30 0. 8.4 67E-rl 2.8bL.0E+.
8.8300pJ+Ui 1.7231-E+60J 0. 8,3775.H-01 2.92?66E+PC,
0 1 j 0E + uI I* 793E+00 0. .3 477 '- G1 4 .9 9 r9-;,+ a
9.2J0Th+01 1.8637E+30 (0 .I4-2. 3.0570E+09
9.14jO~E+04. i.94+88E+i30 3. ~. ?84,--1 3.I248PW+C0
9.).a2 .0312r.Gjj Cf. 8*25'+iE-Cl 3.1946E.+00
0 ! 2 2 a23 61 E+ 0 i 3.8.1 891:E-31 3 -
2 J+1.102 e.2.3033E UOj 0. 1.i5 5>LI--. 1 3. 416 6L + 0C
JkOO0E +U'i2 ?*33;)E+fL J.~IMi0 3.4952E+Dc
1.OSO)aE'ccn 2*50;jE+LJ 1.i 19 6~0 1 3.5763E4iC
1.J303E+G2 2.E06iE460 U. o52~C .~ E+(
2.83U'3E+0 U5z'n .76. 7?E:-313.76I+ G
CI+C2 2.9S3iJE*C) 7..?9E0
1.1yCjE+C2 3.036~E+23 0.7. 9 6 EE C1 4.9: 9E+
1. 23CO~E'02 3. J634E+0) 3 7. 33 1P I L.23 ,iEP+O0
1.2403'-7C+02 s.~bt57E+Gj 3. 7 , 72 mi6i-1 .4)EU
1.26 dEK0 J+ 2 387EMU 1 i6 S 3 z -M 4.556!E+J C
1 .23 IQ4C2 _ .7-3E7+L,3 9. 7.64,,2--ri 4.E672E-un
1.3CcL+CJ2 4 . 12 E + 0) 3 7 . 5 q7 1 C- 4.7793E+01!
1.2LC+27 6E+ 0 . 7. 5 5 43 CI-.8230
1 + i "lli 2~ 4o*4379;W) *j 7. 1i16iJ- C 1 5 . ;53f +~
1.339rE+02 4 7 6I +~ .0 74?7 ctq I'. 5.?S3I-F+Cr
1.~20jE+C 5.774L 1*49 ' 5 . 36+q +Jr
1. 4 aa E + 02 5.ce335E+d0i go 7, 3 052E--C1 5.5744E*00
1*4600E+02 5.3357E+00 8. .7.2659E-0I 5.b6I62E+00
1.418OEt!02 5.5385E+00 o0. 7.2275E-Gi 5.7966E+00O
,- 1.0 EtQ2. 5.6530E4-0 all 7.I9 2E-Q I 5.4052E+00
i.5200E4(L2 5 ,3 33 7E+ 10 3. 7,.15 40E-0i1 6. 0 115E +0
1*5400E+02 5.9746E+OU 0. 7. ii9iE-01 6. 1150E+1 C
io5600E.02 6.ii.JiE+90 0. 7. U856E-01 6.2i54E-+00
i.5300E402 6*2392E0) a. 7. 05 36;--e1 6. 3 1 2F+0 0
1.6000F+02 6.3611E+00 a. 7.0232E-01 6*4048E+00
i.6200E*G2 6./.750E+00 ~ 6.9946FE-C1. b.'928tE+00
1.6400E4+02 6.5100E+iX) J. 6+.9679E-Oi 6.5756E+GO
i.6600E+02 6,06752E+00 0. 6.9432E-01 6*6528EtOO
J.80~2 6.7598&'0iJ 0, 6*92C6oE-01 6*7238E.00
1.7GG0012 6*8331F+00 0. 6.90L2E-01. 67~EO
iI?20E+02 6.8943E+00 a. F.1382LE-Oi 6.8459E+00
i.7Ai002- 6.9423E+OJ 0. boi64E-LI b~6F~
1*76GOEI-02 6*9750E4+30 1. 6.,1532E-Oi 6*9387E4O'
I.7MO0 2 5*'9993E+,30 0. 6*942*E-G1 6*91'3?E+00
i.&J9iiE+02 7.0065E+00 a. 6.4~3 4 3 iz-&i 6o99,96E+OC
GRAOE SAMPLE PRPBLEM CASE NO. 5
HOMOGENEOUS WIC< 2-CM ELEVATION
INPUT VARIA3LES AND FLUId PROPERTIESI
LIQUIO NJMER................. LIQ = 2
TEMPERATJRE.................. TKELIN = 2.9L40V!E+12 DEGRPE3 KELVIN
LIQUIO DE.NSITY...*** ........ RHOL = 6.0945E+02 KG/CU. M
SURFACE TENSION............... ST = 2.094G9E-02 NEWTONS/M
LIQUIO VISCOSITY.............. VISL = 1.37340E-04 NEWTON-SEC/SQ. M
LATENT HEAT................... HFG = I.13576E+rj6 JOULES/KG
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION.... GEE = 1.3aC00Eto0 STANIJAD GRAVITIFS
WICK ARE.........*............ AW = 4.Gi00CE-01 SQ. C0
WICK HEIGHT................... HW = 1.280Et+0C CM
WICK FIBER DIAMETER........... DIAF = 1.016COE-?2 CM
INITIAL ;OROSITV.............. PHIO = 6.83500E-31
FINAL POROSITY................ PHIF = 0.
FINAL ST ESS................... PF = C. CM LIQ.
VAPOR-SPACE )IAMETER....*.... . DIAVS = 4.70JOCE-C1 CM
NOMINAL HEAT-TR4NSFER RATE.... QDOT = 1.OOOE0+32 : ATTS
NO. HEAT-INPUT SECTIONS ..... s NQ = 3
SECTION NUMBER I
SECTION LLNGTH.......... XQ = 6.GJ30t0+j1 CM
HEAT-INPUT FRACTION..... FQ = -1.0.OOOE+OC
SECTION NUMBER 2
SECTION LENGTH............ XQ = 6.C000C+01 -M
HEAT-INPUT FRACTION...... FO = 1.
SECTION NUMBER 3
SECTION LENGTH........... Q =  6.00000+01 CM
HEAT-INPUT F4ACTIC '...... FQ = 1.001C0-+30
NO. ELEVATION POINTS.......... NtLEV = 2
ELEVATION POINT NO. I
DISTANCE TO POINT........ XELEV = 0. CM
CLEJATION OF POINT....... ELEV = C. CM
ELEVATION FOINT NO. 2
DISTANCE TO POINT........ XELEV = 1.800OC.E+02 CM
ELEVATION OF POINT....... ELEV = 2.00 JE+0O CM
INTEGRATION STEP SIZE......... DX = 2.000CE+0C CM
ANOTHER CASE (L=N0, i=YES).... NCASF = C
USE LAST POROSITY DISTN...... LA3TPHI = 0
REQUIRE SELF PRIME........... ISLFPRM = C
FINAL SOLUTION
THE MAXIAIUM HEAT-TRANSFER RATE IS 2.93823E+01 WATTS
THE TOTAL LIAUID IN WICK IS 3.J0665E+01 GRAMS
JISTANCE STRESS STATIC HEAJ POROSITY CR1?. STRES
(Cm) (CM LID.) (CM1 LIO.) C 0 L I'.
a. &.230E+00 I t236E4OO 6.835.3--0 6.9972E+00
?.O*)OOE4G i.1513E+60 Ii52EOO 60.k5j.-tii 619372E+I)C
4.)GE0 11bd+0 1.17?4E+00 6.135!c--0 6.91372E+00
6.O)GOE+OU 1.234+4E+00 i.t947F4QC .35EC1 6.9972E+lP
8.ojGoE+Do i.23,2E+iPJ 1.,?169E+OC 6,83 5CE-01 6.9972E--+JG
i.000oL+~Ul i.?3')1EGC1231F0 6*3350P>(1i 6*97?E+oc
i*2UTJE*Oi. i*3OC2E+JiJ 1*2613E+00 F.6350c-pCi 6.9972E+oo
1.4OtiJE+Cl 1,3365&z+CJ 1.2&836E+rf6 b .3 5 1FE- fIi b.9972E4jG
6 3 1 E +V 0 i.37493E+00 i .3Z358Eti us 135JE - U .97Ea
00 3Jifi 1 i +01 .4t54EOU i.3230E*% 608350--0 6. 9972E+ Ir,
2.0300E+01 1.4582+O1) i.33?r+c! (1 33 15 ^j 6.99i72E+OC
2*2900E401 1*5031E*+) 1.3724.E+00 6*835!rt:-"1 6.9L472E+UC
2.4000E+01 i.550E+. 1.3947E4Oti ,,*3359F-Pl b.,V372t-+00
2.309!E*C1 1.5943E+093 1.t,159E+iC u*8350c.-Li 65.997?F+jC
2 . 3 00JE + 9I i.63JTE*Od 1331E'IbJ 6 . 33 5 0 7- n 6.9)
3.iP)OOE+01 1*7342E+01 1.4613E1+00 f$835)E-U1 6.9972E+0Cf
3.2000E4Ji 1 .75,49E4100 1.1,93f EfOU 6*3 35JE-0i 6.9972E+00
3*410i)E+id 1.6i~t?+g1 1.505?3Lf~ £33uFb 6.9972L+00
3.6000OE+01Ii 137 7 1E+ 63 1.5 23EttC us i3 5 oT- 1 6.99 12F+0C
3.800J-E*O1 1*9391E*JO 1.55J'32-0 .83 53 -"" 1 6.39972E+ J 0
4.0VJ0i:+91 2.uJ42E+j~J 1.572L4G0 cb.3350-,7c1 6.93172c+Ofl
.20EJl 2.07 7E+03 i.5947EOC E35EC 6.997 2F+0C
4*00E.1 o394E+00 1.610'9E+00 6 . 83 5C, -K1 bc. 9Y7?E +uU
4.'iJ00E-=+0 2.2i3E*00i 1.66iiE400 6.335UE-Zi b9??41
.5OOE+1 2J32iJ .68%6E-00 6.i33O..--t b.9971=z*0C
5.26CI3E+I. ?.L.55ri+CJ t.7C~ceE4UO 6 . 7 E+ 'I
5.4COiE+C1 2.5143E+6J i.7L3CE+0C 633EC 6.9972E+00
5.603E4-61 2*5965E4%0 1.7502E.O 5.30-Mb9724d
5.830E401 2.e13E+30 1.7724EtOO E.3353E-Ll 6.997T?E+3r'l
6.02.7662EC.03 i.7947E+OU 6. 33J53E- 1 b.9972E+00
6.2JGJE*G1 2.652?3L+00 I 8169i+O .3350E-J1 6.997?E4-OC
6.33E0 2,9 5E+ 0 1:8391-E+00 6. 6350-Oi 6. 9972E +Or
6 .6 30114* I 3.0Z61E+'i0 1. 8613E+00OU4 b8.3 5J- 01 6.9972+V'f
6*8J0JE+6t 3.1127E+33V i.3836E+clo 6*3350F,-31 b.997?F+Gt'
1.0000E+01 3*I394E+00 I.'5aE+O0 6.-,353E-Oi 6.9972E+rn
T.J041 3*2360E+jO 1.928uE*00 6od35GZ-LA b.9972E+JC
7.4JC3E4+C1 3.3725-+IJ i .953 2E~t~ + tC-- 6335 1 -Ui 6.9972E+00l
7.6000E4I01 3.4592L+113 iir3724E+OC 6.335JE-Ul1 6.997t+CG
7 .3 0 0 E + 01 3*5454iE4Lu 1*9947E+06 6. 8353E-C1 6. 9972E+ 10
8.8000 E4I3 3,632?5E00 2.069E+00O 6..3353E-Ci 6.917?E+On
3*3a+1 3.71'3iE+if 2.033160 6.i35T-Oh-0 6.9172..OQ
3.4i00GE+91 3.8053EIK03 2.0613E40o 6.. 35JiE-ul 6.9972r.+Dfl
3.60JQE+01 3.8924c4C0 2*0 36EfOO S.,.35CE-C1 6*997??*OO
8.8)JOiE+Ci 3.979JE+rij 2.153E*+o 6.675OZ-fi .37E3
J.o DE+UI 4*67Fi?+0 C ~. 12 3 E + 0 6. 635)E-01 6.99.72F.go
9.2060E+01 -i.I523E+OJ 2 . 15 2 E + C 6.3350E-01 6. 9172L+ 0 03
3.L.j3jEfji 4.2339E+01 2.1724E+OC 6.8350EH-Cl 6.9q17'_-Qfl
~.OJ~~. 4*3256E~dO 2.194E0 6. 3.35 0 1 6, 99J721 E+ 0
9.83UOE4-Ci 4.4122E1403 2.2169t~o~ L.3350tL-C! 6992F1C
t.OaL.CE+O2 4.' 83E'K03 2* 2 3-31,E +01 6.335032-C 6. 9 97 7 t +
l.02LC6F+vu2 4.l5?j .2613E+602 b. 3 15 EO1 6.997E+C0
l.a40GE+C2, .62t+2 ?.28336E+i3C 6.f5EC .9972--+JC
1.Ul,300E+f2 £..7517F$CJ 2.3(5E+00OO. 6 .a;-:-t 1 6 97"
1.0304E+02 4.843Fi03 2*3231+CC 6*13350OE-Oi 6.32E0
1.1300E+C2 +.9320E+CJ 2.35J2E+OO b.335P7-Cl 6.q97;2EF+GC
t .12l0 E+ u2 5*Eli6E+0J 2.37?74E400 b.3.9 - 7 E 0
1.i400E+U2 ).ij52F+jo 2.39i++OG 6.835OLrUL1 6.9172E4K1C
1.6iE-9 E.313E+OJ, 2.4169E+00 6.8353E=-O1 6.9 372E+flO
1.13L.0E+02 i.?135EjO 2.4391E+100 6i~.~ 6.9J37?E+JP
I . 2 JU 0E + 2 5.3651t17ifJ 2.4f)t3E-0O 0. 335 E- C 1 6.9 372E +1C
I 2?CIr U 2 5.4 51JL*OCJ 2.436oE+00 6. 1359E-01 .17FQ
1.2400OE+02 :).534.3r-+60 2*558E~+fi0 6*635J:-7'-1 69472E+C ,
1.?6CCEA02 5 .o6 'E+ J 3 .5214E+t 6. 13 5 0E2-1 6. -)37?r-+ 0
102300-':+C2 5*69538E+G0 2.5532E+00 , 6 . J353 ::7 -G97I
1-3300E+012 5 . 7 731tE+ 6 2 .5724+E+Lu 6.o3597-it 6 .9-37 L+ I Q
1 .3?20 0E4Ku'2 5 * 342E-OJ 2. 5947E+CC b. '0351JE - 6,9172E*O +C
1.J3.GOC*C2 591*2 2.6169E*00 6.' 3501-LI. 6-.997?L+9C
1.36LOE+62 5 .9320+4w. 2.6331E+O(c 6. 83 5 1--:-J: -. 9 PF+1
1.3300E+02 6 . 36 0 E+ 0, 2.661jE+GC F . i3 5 3 E,- j 6 .9372E:+ 0C
1.4.JO6Z+C2 b.12?71E+00 2.0o8351+OO 6.8350~E-21 .9H0
1*42OE+ ?  I f,'-'+ 0a ? 7 9F+0 6 53IL-I~i 6. 937?t+n C
1.44LLOE*O2 10*253)6E*O 297230E+00 6,335JE-LI 6*997et+OO
l*!+6JE+C2 6. 3136E+L3 2.7502E+00 .. i39i 697O+w'
1.430~3E+02 6*37.L4FfOO 2.7724E+0 .OPr-S, 6.99i72L+00
i.5]uOE+a2 6'710 2,7947E'Cg1 0.3350"l-c1 6.9972E+OC
1.5?GOE*02 o.i5+J 2o~169E+OG 6.1,353E-L1 6.997?E~+06
1.5403JE+02 6,5323E+iO 2?.8391E+OC 6.13350E-Ll .3321-
1.6bEC.65312;-+00 23tE00 635E0 6,9172E+39
1.53OW'E+i2 ~.?3~+O 2.8836E+OU b. 359L.Cl 6.997?E+6G
I . 6JI0 +2 6.6732E:3O0 ?.9056F.CO 6.3359jE-0 .q 2E
1.6 )d'Gr_4U2 t6.71541+91 ?.9?30E+o') b.3350Z=-j1 F.93 72F+30
1.64LOE+02 6.7565E*%j ?.95)2E-oo bo8350E- l 6. 9972E+ 0
1.61",agE+02 6*79439E..)I) 2.93724E+00 6.li3soz-o1 6.9972E+lf,
i.63GCt+UI2 60d'iiltj-JG 2.9947.+OU 6. 5 E-Jl 6.9972EO00
1.jg+0 .65 +3 3.0169F+OO 6.335"t-01 6.9972EI*00
1. 7 2 0ahF+ 02 .39 7'2E4 0J 3. 03,31 E+% 0 3 I-1 6.9 ;-
1.74bU-EiO2 6 . 9o 0 -- + 3.0613Ff.OL 6. " 33 6.997?~
1.?7CiQEAG2 Do954E+ j 3.J8I36cE+tHjC 6.135Cc--U b.9372E*OC
io73U~F+C? '9070 3,156j 6.335u:-fil 697t





RUNX COMPILER (VE'2 .?.3M) 0,3/23/74. 15.31.43.
PROGRAM M41N(INPUT=201,TAP5=INPUTOUTPUTiTAPE6=OUTPUTI
O UJj04 COMMON /PARM/ PilI, PHI3,OPHIPB3FflPbVSPNO,GEEGNINIPIH4,
000004 I N~,FQl(iJ),NwELEV,XELEV(i0),ZELEV(10),ELEV(10b,
060J0J4, 2 ELLV3(10) ,O,HFNUB,tAW,ASqXTOT,iJXqDZ,QDTt*,WOT,
LCO0O4 3 OTAF,A(T,1JUU),X (iGjI,ZQ(10),PE3S,PHIFPF,
00tJO04 4 NCASE,:'LASTPHI,SAVPHI(1000htISLFPRM,IFAIL
003004 COMMON /CPR.)PS/ XrW,SHRV,tFG,PV,PHOL,RHOV,V~TSL,VISV,XKL,ST,TF
C





0 U0 G16 DO 404 I=1,40
000320 IF(IFAIL .E~o 1) GO TO 303
~ ~ :c: ITir .0. U u'-.JTl?=2**0)T3
C 'LC 631 IF( II. E% .?) V~.= ,~l1
OLL 3? 7 ALL T 6; IN (P 3P
0C0041 I F( P F .GT .P 3 F 1.1'
000045 (0- TO 395




000060 IP(IrSAV-IFAIL sE. 1) IT=?
00 064. IF (IF SAV .El. 1)I Go TO 3 0'5
003066 IF(P.3F.LT.P3Fd) I11?
CGO0072 iG 5 13011 N UE
0J72 395 TE 3T=A JS (PB F -P3 F f)/ P F 0
Gu0 75 IF(TEST .LT* 0.0ul) GO3 TO 2C"7
ocoo 000 F(DQDTB LT, Uo'C1*QJT3) 30 TO 202?




00010? IF(NCASE.EQ.0) GO TO 501
0'00110 500 COATINUE
0 CO112 501 COINTINUE
0 L 112 S T)P




(i000 ~ rOMMON /FARAM/ PHI,PHIO,OPHI,PBFCPBVS,PN3,GEE,&,NINTPI .HW,
0 Nk ,FQ(1OINELEVKELEV(101,/R-LEV(10),ELEV(10),
OLOC05 2 ELE\V3ti0),0,HtFNdJBAWA8,XT0TOX,0ZQflT3,QO0T,
000,5 3 DIAF,A(7,1000),X 110) ,ZQ(iA1),P3S,PHIF,PF,
GODOC5 4rGEL43PISVI(CCSrRtAL
9 LG00O5 COA4MON /CPROP'31 X1lWSHRV,94GP.RHLPHO,VIjLVTS\/,XKL,ST,TF
c co 515 OI11ENStON YP(41 ,Y(4)
Oti60 iC5 yP ( )=1.
000007?RY?
GuIiINIL V-1
000013 00 101 I=I,N
000616 IF(Z.C-E.ZELV(1) .M4D. Z*L:.?LE(1)TK
0 00 J31 101 CONTINUE
0J00034 fELEV tE LEV:.l D K +1) -CLEV 3 (1IMK)(7-L EV IK+ 1 -EL --,VIMK J
0 00041 3LE(I(+EEJ3MK-)EtV1I4))(-IL/I)/
000041 1 (7E(NIMK -ZELE V T K) + .
fG00055 PHISPGJPHIO
GDOC57 tF(PHII .;-:Q. J.0) PHISP)=(PBS/H)/(1:*+PBS/H)
0 00'366 PHISP(933/H)f(H3*B/Ht)
000077 IF(ISLFPPR1 EL, tJ)'PHISP~te
000102 PHI=PJS/(Pf3+P3S)
000o105 IF(PHI .LT. 0,I) i3HI=0*1
0 GO ilo IP(PHI .GT. PH4ISP) PHI=PHISP
0 bO 113 IF(PHI.GT .PHIS'10) PHI=PHISP"C
000116 IF(PtfIF .~.0. .AN). PF .B) ,) PHI=PHTfl
C00125 IF(LASIPHI .LX. 0) GI TO 1 5
000126 IZ=INT(I(Z4-1 *DZJOi)/0Z)
000132 PHI=SA\PHt ( 0TPl)
LC0i34 IF(IZ EGC. AIP1l rG TO 175
0601 50 105 COITINJUL
RUNX COMPILER (VtL *Z,3M) 08/23/74. 15*31.*43., fE; I v
0001l50 1 (4.'PHfI/(4.*(1.-PHI) -(i.-PHI)"*2-2.*ALQC(1I.-FHT)-3.)-
Gu015O 2 So(LGI-HJ+1-I H)*1/I+I-H)*))
0 L0 213 DIST=G.
000O214 Do 112 riq'Q
000216 3IST=0ISI.ZQ(1I
0 00 221 1V1=




000237 TF(P~3 G~T. I*0001*PJS(1.-PHIJ/PHI) ICAIL:1
000246 RETURN
000247 F4
R U NX C 0 PI L R 3V m2.H 03/21/74. 1-3.31.43.
SU3ROJrIN,7 IN(tJTN(P3F)
OL00Li3 COA4MON /PARAM/ PHIIPHII,JPHI,PBFOPBVSPNJGEE-,GNINIPI,H4W,
000003 1 N0F~ tEEP.LVI,)ZLV1);-LVt)
0OU03O L LZVAJ(JU ),3HFNJ,AWAB,XTOT,[ 9,DZ,QIOT3, lOOT,
OCOG03 3 OIAF,A(7,IO~U'),XQ(1LJ,Z((I'C),P%,9P1IF,PF,
000-193 4 NC ASE ,L A S fPH I, S A VFHI( I0 - 1 S L97P R 091FAT L
000003 JIIENSION Y(4),YP(4)
00030i3 COMM014 /CPROPS/ X1W,SHRV,HFGPV/,fHOL,RHO4,vISL,V~ISJXKL,&JTF
000003 A(1,i)=Go
00C304 A(2.,I)=I.








Ef00940 I FAIL= 3
0C,0 c4i CALL DERIV(YPY)
000044 NIPi=NI+i
0 40 146 0O 120 I=2,NLP1
G, LO 35 CALL PUNG,7(Yv,l',Olh
GCV'54 00 IIC J=1,4
0 C0056 A1,IV=Y(J)
0t40a62 A (5 ,I )=PH I
O005 110 C014TINlJE
0 L0u 67 120 C04TINUE
G CG 372 PBF-A(?,NIPI)
0 0 0 P75 RETURN
000076 S N I
SU3ROUT1KKL INPT
CHUilO /FARAM/ PH1,PHI1, JPHIP~kCPPVS,PWJ,GE:,PGN!,NIPI,HW,
0 00 01,2 2 EL t 3(i0),O,H,FNJE-,4W,A63,XTOT,JX,DZ9c )T l, )JOT,
060002 3 itA7ixUGZ(I),i;p Fp,
C 00 C 2 CQflMON /L.PR3PS/ X41W,SHR/,HFGPVPHOLKOJ\JI' L,VISIXK.L,;TI'rF
OCGO02 O)ArA HDI/6*IH /vM92/6*IH/
CCO 002 H/I *)55/ ,D/2. u31 RI.64/ ,G/9 .3? f
L i602 I PIC,PHIF,!jIAVS,(j'dOT,N~,FO,NEfLIXELC7V ,tLEt
ocouuz DX),HJiLn)2,X',NZ -ASE,LA3-TPHI,PF, ISLr7PPM
GLOO02 ' E.4J(GPOATA)
GlaIoO5 TR4t4K=.eUTK-cLVN
C09)C07 CALL ~LQ TPN<
OU"Ooll TF(LIQ.EC.C) 7) TKl 13
£C 9012 T4483,3* '
O00~14 RH9L=.4536*S.Z3***R
OuC~i7 VI3L.4.4o3.21f*?*36uJ.*jISL
0 GQ 03 tiFG(IJ55. *2.2.J5Ji1FG
UCOC26 121 CONT I N E
0CO036 14 kI f - 9 01 )
0 CuO42 W-UT(5,912) LIQ
3 co 5 . WRtE(b,934) TKELJN
LiLOO56 14RITZ(6, %6) RHOL
j c a)611WIIE(6,993) ST
0 C0 172 49tTE ( 6,910 ) VISL
G.LaIO 100WRITE ( 6,912) IFG
OnCa io-6 WiNTE(69914) G 7-
0 La 114 wRITE(c%916) AAJ
0 C9122 WRIT7(6,913) 'HA
- lISJWlP69lDIAF
RUNX GQMP I LER V\FZ 2 3M) 04/23/74~. 15.3i.43. INPT
C00144 WRtTE(6,9241 P1HIF
[a il 2WIRTTE ( 6t925) PF
C LO 16i WPITE(699?61 JIA1/S
6 CO166 4RITF6,928) 10 0T
0 C 017 4 WRItTE ( '09301 NI1
C, C9 20G2 Do0 5 I=i,lq42
0 03204 WRITE'*C6,932) IXC (I) ,F.11
000216 5 COAT I N UE
000221 WRI.TE(6,93'd NELFV
000227 30 6 I=i,NELEV
-00 231 ,WRrE ( 6,q936)1, IXELEV ( I)ELF V(II
0C0243 6 CUATINJE
GC0246 WRITE(b,q38) IX
C L0 2 54 WRITE( 5,940 ) Nf, AS
000262 WRI TE ( 6 942 1 LASTPHI
0 0 270 WR TE( 6, 944 1 ISL F Pf1A
000276 )Cd FO- .'1,AT (1H1,X,' A10,/'3X,6A131
000276 901 FO-Q4AT(//S5X,36H INPJT VAIAt3rLE% ANJ FLUIJ PROP,RTI.S!//
C0276 i 5XK,37H INPUT WARIA'3LES ANDJ FLU1f) P::OPE~RIES/)
CuJ 276 902 F7U MAT ( 1,4-?HLTI)Jt NJM3E9,soe.oeo99o...o.s. LIQ = ,I12)
COOZ7?6 904, FO MAT ( li 42TAEAI-C- r KELVI =,
0G0276 1 t12.5,16H JEGREES <.LV/tN)
0C0~j276 906 17fO MAT t IOX,42HL10'JIJ) JEN3ITY................H L =
0 C,5275 1 Ic12 59 16H (G/CLJ. Mi
0 LO276 it8 F0' MAT( biX,42'-SURFV OL TCNSION...#.S...T.=.*
0 00 276 1 r-12.5, 16H k0:WTONS/M
C00276 919 FOR~MAT( l'wX,42HLI)UI3 VISCOSITY..,............ VTSL=,
O0 276 1 E 12 .5,1 8H AEWT0N-SEC-/SQ. 11)
060276 912 FU-U1AT( 10X,4?HLATi.NT HEAT*.............. H-FG =,
000276 1 L12.5,16H JOtJLzES/KG
CJL0 276 914 rO 4PATf/l0X,42HC-kAJITATI'tA. . C3LERATION.... GF t-
£iQC276 1 12 .5,2 0H S T ANJA;,) GRAVITIES)
CUO?07 6 916 FORM-1T/l0X,42-iWI%'( AR-.*. . Aw =
CL0276 1 E 12. 5,916H S I. CaM
C0276 913 FO MAT( 1JXt42HWICK H~IGi..........~W =
C 0 276 1 £2 . 5, I6H C l
0 CO 26 20 c'OfMAT( 11jX ,4?HW ICK PI~rRR VITR DLAr
0(0276 I E 12 .5,16H Cm
RUNX COMPILER (VER.2.3M ) 15.31.43. INT
000276 92? FO4MAT( IOX,42HINITIAL POROSITY,........ ..... HI = ,
C00276 1 EL1.51
000276 924 FORM4T( IUX,42HFINAL POROSITY................ PHIF = ,
000276 1 F12.51
000276 925 FORMAT(/1JX,42HFINAL STRESS..............*..* PF = ,
000276 1 E12.5,16H -M LTO. )
0C0276 926 FO.MAT(/1X,42HVAl\04-SPACE dIAMETER .......... 3IAVS =
000276 1 ELZ.5,16H CM )
000276 928 FORMATI(/lX,42HNCMINAL HEAI-TRANSFER RATE.... JDOT =
000276 1 Fi2.5,16H WATTS
C00276 930 FORMAT( 1jX,42HNO. HEAT-INPUT SECTIONS....... NO
000276 1 1?)
000276 932 FOzRMAT( 1JX,16SEfCTION NUJ 13 ,12/
000276 1 15X,37-HS TION LENGTH........... =
000276 2 E12.5,10F 3M /
000276 3 15X,37AHEAT-INOKJT FRACTION..... F=,
000276 4 E 12.5)
0C3276 934 FORMAT(/i~X,42HNO. ELEVATION POINTS.......... LV = ,
00276 i 12)
000276 936 FO-IMAT(1LX,21HELEVATION POINT NO. ,I2/
000276 1 15X,37HOISTANCE TO FOINT........ XELFV =
000276 2 [12.5,10H CM /
000276 3 15X,37AELEVATION OF PJINT....... ELEV =
00 ?76 4 c12.5,10 3 )
000276 938 FORMAT (/1 jX,4?!2INTEGRATIJO STEP SIZE......... GX =
000276 1 E12.5,16H CA )
000276 940 -'ORMAT(/OX,4?HANOTHER CASE (0=N0, 1=LES).... NCASE =
000276 1 12)
000276 42 FORMATI iOX,421-USE LAST POROSITY DISTN...... LASTPHI =
000276 1 12)
0 L0275 944 FO MATi 1,-)X 42HRH )UIR,,E _ SLF 1RIM3............ ISLFo
SL~276 1 12)
000276 PN=RHOL*G*(HW/10.
000302 IF(DIAF .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 11
000303 POS=3.?46*R'H*ST/((IAF/ 1I.)*PNP)
000311 11 I1(GEE.(E..) GO TO 12
0 C 312 PA4S=.*(ST/(DIAVS/100I.)l/PN)
RUNA COMPILER (VE& .. 3M) 03/2.3/74. 15.31.43. INPT
000317 12 CO"TINUE
0 GO 317 XTOT=0.




000333 00 18 I=1,NELEV
000335 ZELEV(I=XELEV(II/XTOT
000 340 ELEV@ (I)=ELEV (I)/H
000343 18 CONTINUE





000363 IF(PHII .NE. 0.0) GO TO 50
000364 IF(PHIF .NE. 0.0) 30 TO 50
0 L0365 IF(PF .NE. 0.0) GO TO 50.
C
C OP TIMUA-HOMOGEEOUJS-WICK CALCULATIONS
00366 If(OIAF .NE. 0.0) GO TO 3J
000367 PHIG = 0.79
C0 371 3.S=2. *(ELEVd(NELEV) +1. PHI/( 1.-PHI()
000403 OI AF=1 0.3.246bR'H ST / (P3S*PND)
C 0 405 WRITE(6,950) JIAF,PHIO
0C 415 GO TO 50
000416 30 PHIO=PBS/2.*(LEV(NfLEVI+1.I+PBS)
0 0423 WRITE(5,952) PHIC
C000431 950 FOVM4AT(///E1X,40H OPTIMU HOMOGENCOUS WICKs FIBER 91A. =,
000431 1 E12.5,16H ;H, POROSITY =,E12.5)
C00431 952 FO:MAT(///1IX,47H OPTIMUM-FOROSITY HOMOGENEOUS WICK: POROSITY
0 1l 431 1 El12.)5
&60i431 5J CO'iTIJIUF
0 01431 FNJU= ( i SL/ HOLI (QDOr/HFG) (XTOT/ 10 C)/
6 0431 1 (PNO'(0)I /100. )*2 (HW/100. I2)
vlC
G 'OALCULATION OF FINAL ST: ESS 0rBPc
1. P F SPEOP7IED IA GRAJEJ-POXOSITY DESIr-N:
C
000446 TF LASrTplI.ET . .ANJ. ,PF.GT.J.0) P8F0PF/HW
C*PHIF SPt.CIFI7L) IN GRA3P-j-POPOSITY DESIGNS
0 G3 460 rF(LASrPH-If.O,3 SANU. P-IP.C'T.Z.lJ PFBCP=P3S*Qo-Fdl')/PiflF
C 3. PaPOC SET 3YV P HIF OF LAST CASE:
0C0473 c TF(LASTPHI.Ex'J.u P1FJi=PIS 4 '(.-SAVPHI(NIP1) )/SAVPHI(NIPI')
C 4. H0N1OGENEOUS WICK - P3F91 SET BY PHT3:
00Go501 IF(LASTf'HI.E0,J *AN). PHIF+PF.e~c,.0) P3FL=PI3S*(l.-PH~IL)/PHItO





C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES FLUID PROPERTIES FROM DATA FITS
000Q5 COiMON /CPROPS/ XMW,SH V,HFG ,PV,RHOL,RHOV,VISL,VISV,XKL,ST,TF
00005 DIMENSION A11(7), A21(7),
OC0005 i A31(7), A32(7), A33(7), A34(7), A35(7),
C00O05 2 A41(7), A42(7), A43(7), A44(7), A45(7),
000005 3 A51(7), A'2(7), 453(7), A54(7), A55(7),
OC0005 4 A61(7), 462(7), A63(7), A64(7), A65(7),
01000 5 5 A71(7), A72(7), A73(7), A74(71, A75(7),
uO0 05 6 A31(7), A82(7), 4,J3(7), A34(7), AS5(7),
000005 7 A91(7), A92(7), A93(7), A ,94(7), A95(7),
000005 8 A11(7), A122(7), A103(7), A414(7J, A105(7),
000005 9 A111(7), Alie(7), A113(7), Al14(7), Ai15(7)
C WATFR (32F<T<40F)
C00O5 JATA A11(1), A21(11/
S00 005 r 491.7, 18.,16/
000005 DATA A1(), A32(i), 43(1), A34(1), A35(1)/0C0005 1.35555636,-4.957576E-5, C., 0., ./,
000005 DATA A411) A42(1), A43(1), A 4 (1), A45 (I)/000~ C5 12J9.55d8,-5.705515E-2,-4.454r 880-4,
003u0 5 DATA AS1(1), A52(1), A53(1), A54(1),. A55(1)/
0.035 14.193322, -6.5267262, -. 81013J69, .,
000005 DATA A6i(1), A62(1), A63(1), AE4(1), A65-(i)/
000,305 * 5 .481766, 2.586295E-2,-J.54712L-5, u., ./0CaJ05 DATA A71(1), 472(1), 173(1), 474(1 ), A75(1)/
C000305 7.4432132, 
-6.0175647, -. 7994C982, ., 0./
0G0JC5 DATA A81(I), A82( 1.), A33 (1), AS4(l), A85(i /
00005 52.825735, 
-. 26276J93, 5.03327E-4,-4.411i823-7, 1. 6 4 2 - / r00005 OATA A91(i), A92(1), A93(1), A94(1), A95(1)/
uL0005 
-1.6048d, 1.1341087, C., ., ./
LG0JO05 DATA .411(), 102(I), Ai 3(1), Ai04(1), Ai05(1 /
0L005 
-t.0535655,; 3322992E-3,-6 .446050L-6,2.5152327r- , ,- /
0005 OATA 4111(1), A112(1), 4113(1), A411(l), 4115(1)/
RUNX COMPILLR (V ie2.3M) 3/23/74. 15a31.43. ., OPS
C 1,05 .- i 437350E-3, 9.71T 23E--5,-2. 23 757E-7,
92. 1 7 1 9 5E - 1a -7 5 30 Ei - 1i4 /
C
C AMMONIA (-107.I F<T<190F)
i000G5 DATA A11(2), 421(21/
00G5 * 351.3, 17.032/
G00 5 lATA A31(2), A32(2) A33(2), (2)2), A35(2)1
LL0005 I 131 0.9 c* .,, 9 /
00OC05 DATA A41(21, A42(2), A43(2), A44(2), AS(2)/
0OGOf5 * t.U93251E+3,-2.482955E+ 0, 4.976430-3,-4.474967E-6, ./
CG600C5 J)ATA A51(2), A52(21 , 153(2), A.5(2, A55(2)/
0G .0 O 05 i.392374 E 1,-,4.92174OE+0, 2. 650 E-1,-7.57 9597E- 2, U./
CJi00ii5 DATA A1 (-) , 62(2), A63(2), 464(2), A65(2)/
GO0035 * 7. 043766E+1 ,- 1.172 4 0 5-1, i. 317 7- 4,-1 .649 13E-T, 9./
000005 OATA A71(2), 472(2), A73(2), A74(2), A75(2)/
000035 1.2669e6E+1,-1.113379E+1, 2.93312bEu,-4+.6b3976E-i 0./
0000%0 DTA A81(2), A6 (Z2), Ad3(2), A84(21, A85(2)/
000005 :1.537C46 1,- 2.49642Y4 -1, 6.6 3 156E-4,-7.941) 0 5.
- 7 , 3 . 5 5 2 1 5 4 [ - 1 0 /
00J00,5 DA4 A 312), A92(2) 43(2), 94(2), A95(2)/
Su0005 ' -13.37396E+ 3 , 1.966 ;j 94E+3,- 4 . 728715E+2, 5. C5466E+1,-2. 2 4369E+/
000005 DATA Alv.(2), A 102(2) A10 3(2), I l+ ( ) Ai •5 2 /
C0005 -. 160186E-1, 3. 9471iiE-3,-6.537242E-6, 3.009435E-, *./
000005 a AT A Alli(2), Ali2(2), A113(2), A(2), A 115(2)/
0 GCC5 * 6.42,550t-7. ,6E-,-.645 -6,-7.6.9759-9,3. 2333-12, .
C
METHYL ALCOHOL (-14 F<T<38F)
C
000005 i:ATA A11(3, A21(3)/
000005 322.7, 32.0421
00O305 )ATA A31(3), A32(3), 433(3), A34(j), A35(t)/
000005 + 1.233, 3.3' ,*
003005 JATA A41(3), A42(3), A43(3), 4 (;), A(5 (3)/
000 05 .79054bE+2,-2.47310E+, 6.4162952- 9 3,-T.04195L-6, 2.214439z-9/
0000005 ATA A51(3), 452(3), 453(3), AS43), A55 ()/
00 a * 05 1.5 5411 E+1,-9.2,+Jb30 E+, 3.366136E+,-1.96920.'E+0, 3. 3 965L-1/
SO 0 5 ATA A l(3), A62(3)1, 463(3), A64(3), A65(3)I
0I000~5 1.3 7, 3E 2.9328336E-1,-3 417874E-*, 9.7612b7"-7,-4. 5;UO2E
- I ' /
OG CJ0 5 3A)A A71  A72(3), A73(3), a74,(3), A75(3)/
w~,
RUNXK COMPILE (Vt,.Z.3M) 3/ 3/T4. 15.3.3.
000u05 * 1.5~ I4E +1,-2.1i? 399E+, 1.144326E-1,-4.278643.+3 5.CG990iE-t/
00,5 nOTA Ai(3), ( ( 3), 83(3), 84(3), A35(3)/
000005 * Z.285363E+1,-1.153169E-1, 2.303795E-4,-2.155127E-7, 7.55172E-11/
3CJ035 JATA A1(3), 42(3), A93(3), 434(3), A95(3)/
000005 * .. ZS96E+2,- 1 86 769E+2, 3.113344£+1,-3.314410£+0, i.325G51E-i
0 G005 IATA A1PI(3), A102(31, Ai03(3), Alf4(1), AIC5(T)/
O COG60 * 3.9)44433E-2, 2.097417E-4,-b. 71697-7,7.394364E-10,-3.19696f-13/
0 00o 05 DATA Al111(3), 4112(3) , Ai113(31, A114(3)1, A115(3) /
00L5 f 5*79525E-3,-i.494434E-5, 1.2056O-8,.3.516629L-i2,-8.r7029E15/
C FREON- 21 (-556<T<(35r)
S0005 JATA A11( ,), A21(4)/
000005 748 .7, 102.93/
000005 DATA A31(4), 432(4), A33(4), A34(4), A35(41/
000005 * 1.175, 1, 6.., f, 
./
00005 DATA A41(4), A4?(4), 443(4), A44(4), A45(4)/
030005 * .67825E+1, 4. 66553E-1,-1.631 6 -- 3, ?.056597E-6,-1.~51948F-9/
3C00G5 OATA A51(4), A52(4), 453w(4), 54(4), A55(4)/
0G,05 * j.-7732E+0, 1.57317UE'+,-1.60739 +1, 5.259?43+0,-6.2C9531L-1/
0C00 5 )A TA A61(4), A62(4), A'3(41, -64(4), A65(4)/
O0005 * i. 332756E+2,-3.2675/7E-1, i.I1165515--,
-l '
.
: 17 2 - - 6 , F 9 J 6 6 E - 1I
00005 DATA A71(4), 472(4) , 73 (4) A74(+), A75(4)/
000005 * j.534 322E+1,-1. 6Z575E+2, 1.2521581,e2,-c.265c2,+?, 5. 7546 +C/
C00005 OATA AQ1(4), A?8(4), A3(4), 464(4), A 5(4)/
0305 * -3.34747E+U, 5 1. 1_i-2,-2.757Er-4, 3.643 74E-7,-1. 187t-1i/
C0005 DATA A914), A92(4), A.3(41, a4L(4), A95(4)/
i C,6 5 *-1. 385eiE+3, 1.1 * 366 3,-
- 2.944711 + 2 , 3.215376C+1,-1.31 5 7 2 8E+/
0Ju'005 DATA 4101(4), 41Au(4), At.3(4), Al~'4(4), Ai~i4)/





00 L u5 DAT A 111 (4), 112(4), Ali3(4), Al1 (4), A115.4) /
00 JU5 * -5.24 A 97IE-3, 4. J4869tE-5,-1.13374717-7,.235653L-11,-2. 595E-14/
, ETHAIE (-tL3F<T<rt3F)
SCL3O5 OAA A11(5), A21(51/
L0 005 * 161.3., C7/
0u0C05 DAT A 31(5), A32(5), A33(5), A34(5), A35(5 /
&%1
RUNX CJMPILER (VE:.2.3M) 0/23/74. 15.31.43. PROPS
OI0005 * 1.1 , ., ., ., ./
GCOO05 DATA A41(5), A42(5), A43(5), A44(5), A45(5)/
0 005 * -4..27934E+3, 4.573254E+1,-1.719481E-1, 2.840 39E-4,-1. 7568i9E-7/
000005 9ATA A5i(5), A52(5), A53(51, A54(5), A555)/
0000305 4.513520E+t,-5. 3 3273E+l, 3.3885C 5E+i, --. 6577 E+0, 9. 15474 E-1/
0000 5 JA A A61(5), A62(5), A63(5), 464(5), A65(5)/
0 CO 0 5 * -3.433ClEl+2. 3.30104iE+G,-1.478827.-2. 2.451.L66 E-5,-1.51868?E-8/
0C00G 05 D4TA A71(5), A72(5), A73(5), A74(5), A75(5)/
000005 * 9.S3108jE+i,-1.463731E+2, 8.4222 8E+1,-2.191841E+1, 2.12983E+0/
L00'305 DATA A I(5), A82(5), Ad3(5 , 484(5), A85(5)/
000Q5 * -1.7c.3943E+1, 1.331920E-1,-7.953422E-4, 1.355103t'-6,-8.:JC506 6-1r/
i0005 DATA A91(5), A92(5) , A 3 (5), A 4(5 A9545() /
000 05 * 2.991855E4,-2.JiT435Ef4, 5.0i5A13E+3,-5.697099E+2, 2.392870+1/
000005 JATA All(51), 41A 2(5), Ai 3(5), A104(5), AIC5(5)/
COG0 5 * -1.142869E0, 1.317096E-2,-5.072525E-5, 8.390294E-8,-5.11860E-11/
000005 ATA AlIt(5), AI12(5), A113(5), Ali4(5), 4115(5)/
000005 * i.12373E-2,-d8.339622E-5, 2.75921iE-7,-.3934.3L-1i,2.651468E-13/
C METHANE (-2h3F<T<-12!F)
OC0005 OfTA All(), A21(6)/
0 00I 05 * 163.2, 16."4/
800005 DATA A31(6), A32(6), A33(6), A34(6), A35(6)/
0,0005 * 1.5Z, 0., U., ., 0./
C0C0 L0 5  D)ATA A41(,) ) 42(b), A43(61, 44(6), A45(6)/
00005 * -1.124091E+3, 2.425142E+I,-1.5393&J7E-1, .5~71CEr-,-4.90714E-7/
000005 DATA A51(6), A52(6), A53(6), A54(3), A55(6)/
00005 * 1.3 656 4 E0, 8.557617/E J,-3.7-.6570E+G, 5.8 03347E-1,--3.25715e:-2/
000005 f)ATA A61(6), A62(6), 463(6), A64(5), A65(6)/
000005 * 1.469951Ei, 3 . 8 1431E-1,- 3 .2 3 5 4 2E- 3 , i.C76420E-5,-1.353123E-8/
000005 DATA 471(), A72 (6), A73(6), 474(6), A75(6)/
0005 6.3 10P82E+1,-5.4'35 G63E+1, 1. 9837493 +1,-2. 799-- E-O, 1 .587595E-1/
000005 OATA Ai1(6), A82(6), .43(6), A84(5I, A35(66)
00300C5 * -).52646E+0, 2.u24132E-1-1 1.540820F-3, 4.71971 E-6,-5.211675E-9/
000005 DArA A91 (6), A9;2(6). A33(6), 494(6), A95(6I/
C0 005 * i. 136i E +3,- 6 . 7 6652E+3, I .J 05 2 2 F3,-2.321545E+2, t. 7443O +t1/
00005 DATA Aii(6), ajOZ(61 , A lC3(E6, A1 4 (6), A 1())/
000005 3.48 ., 471 -- 1 1,-1.72 5 E-3, 3.6)92 7'7 -7, 1.87" 7E-9 ,-3.73 3;3 - i1 /
RUNX DIMPILER (VER.2.3M) 0/23/74. 15.31.4.',. PROPS
CLO0O5 OATA 4111(6), A112(6), All 3(6), AIi4(61, A115(6)/
{ 0005 * 5.412797 -3,-5. 4 i37 -5, 2., 5624G -7,-7.8170 E-1,sb.146495E-13/C
0 NITROGEN (-34F <T<-25LF)
C
0 00 0C5 JAIA All(7), A21(7)/
CL0O5 113.9, 2A.316/
000005 DAT A  A31(7), A32(7), A33(7), A34(7), A35(7)/
0 LU 005 i.40, 0., 9 ., O., ./
C00005 3DATA AL41(7), A42(7), A43(7), 444(7), A45(7)/
CLG005 * 7.64 8974E+1,-2.305556E-1,5. 3175c99:- 3,-2. 340715- 5, C./
000005 )ATA A51(1), A52(7), A53(7), A54(7), A55(7)/
S0 005 o 3.21717,3L+19-1.4 31239E+1 , 3. 4764E+ ,- 3.1 33777E -1, 1.176441.'-9/
G'J0005 )ATA A61(7), A62(7), A43(7), A64(7 , Af5 (7)/
000005 0 7.293?713E+i,-3.323232E-1, 2.281469E-3,-7.473 32--6, 9./
0CC00 5 DATA A71(7), 472(7), A73(7), A74(7), A75 (7)/
0 0 05 L 2. 1 280 C 1,-7.53 3727E+ O, 9.6 13273E- 1,-4 . 86 111 iE-2, 0./
0C5005 DATA A81(7), A482(7, 483(7, 7)84 7), A85(7)/
i L305 -L.13070JE+1, 3.5 3 J37E-- 3.6)03 %J S--3, I.687314,-5,-2. 266C-/
C00005 DATA A91(7), A9?(7), A93 (71, A94(7), A95(7)/
c0000 I t.713670E+4,-1.371i91E+4, 4.1D3345c+3,-5.453L515+2, 2.716624;+t/
0CO C 5 dATA 1i01(7), Aid2(7), AI03(7), A1i 4(7), A1C5 (7)/
0 LU 30 5 * 1.17*0 E-1,- 7. 242GE-5,- I. 43151 5-6, 3., ./
O OO005 DATA A111(7), 4112(7), A113(7), A114(7) , 4115( 7)/
60 L0305 i i. 635'31iE-3,- 3. 76 3939-6-4.3 79371 -3, 1. 71 3 936L-, ./
Cj0005 IF (L.EOQ.) GO TO 20
C
OCOjC6 T2 = T'T
C cGC7 T3 = T?*T
0 OL11 T4 = T?'TZ
LCZC13 TR = 1 jSf.0/T
O0LJ 15 T = TR'TR
0 0017 T-i = TR2*TO









G 0L)3 7 X4W=A21(L)
0000'41 SHL V = M1IL)+A32(L) *Tf.433(L)*T2.A34(L)#T3+A35(L)*T4
0 O ( 53 =. , .14I(L)I+s4+2(L) #T*A4,3(L *T2+A44 (L)*T3+A45(L) *r.
000103 PHOJL = Abl(L)*A6?(L)*TI63(L)-T2+A4(L)T3+A65(L)*T4
L0 W"115 ZHDV = E :'1 7 1(L + 172C(L T P 7 jL)T 2 #A74 L)T R3 + A75 ( #T Q4)
U CO133 V1L= £lXP(A 1(L)+V82(L)4 T+Ai3(L )*T2fAi4(L) T3+A95(L) *T4d
LOO151 V',v = E-XP(A91(L)+A9?(L.)LT*A93(L)#ALT?.A 14(L)*LT3+A9'(L)ILT4+
0 Lo 167 XKL A= L)+A1-.2 T I 3( T*AC (L *TS+ Al 95( L) *T
000201 ST =A111(L)+Al12(LI4 T+A113(L)T+A1(L *T3+A15(LT4,
000213 V13V VISV/4.1697504L'3
0 La215 VI:L=VISL/4.1697534z'+E8
0 CJ 217 1kF TORN
CnC
RUNX COMP'ILER (VE2 .3 M 03/23/74. 15j.3
STMRUTINE UAi(Y,yp,oz)
I"lOO013iMON /FPrf CM HgHL9)H*BLPtVN, EGNoIP,4
~UiOC 1NQF:)(1II),N:: LE..-VXELEV(10) ,ZELEV(10J, ELEVC103).060Oj06 2EL-\Jd(iC) ,O,H,FNUBAW,A8,TOTOX,,0QT3,IDOTI
65.63 U1IAF,A(7,IGoJ,0-)XrQcG) ,zQ(1a),P3SPH1F,PF,
LLJOiC6 4NCA3EvA3TPH,SAVPHr ILO0),ISLFPPM,IFAIL
060006 DIAFNS TON~ Y(4),YP(.d ,YP1(4) ,YPe(4),YP3(4I,YP4(4iyJ(4 )DOC306' COAMON /CPRgPS/ XMWSHRVgt-$FPVRHOLRHV,VIL,VSVXKLSTgTF
Lc-o 6 00 1 I=1,4
U OU13 1 Y0(I)=Y(I)+YP1(I)*JZ12.
0O[ 0C 22 GALL DERIV(YP?,Y0)
0 13 26 DO 2 I=1,4
OUJJ2 YO(I)=Y(I)+tP2(I)*)Z/2.
0 O 037 CALL fl.RIV('YP3,'rD)




00O C57 00 '. 1=1,4
OC0061 4 Y(fJ=Y(I)+(YPI(I).2.4YP2(I) +2.*YP3(I)+YP4(i))'(OZ/6.)
C40C76 'CALL DzE:RIV(YP,Y)




0i~J02COI1NJN /PARAM/ PHI,P1IUjDPHI,P~3F0,PBVSPND4,1EE,G,JI, NIPi,HW,LOOC02 1NQ,r71.(1Q),07- 
-xLF (0,LL (0,E-vt,
ct00002 2 eL;-V3(10) ,O,HFNUSAW,A3XTQIDXO7,QT.,DOT,
000002 3 O)IAFA(,1..J'),XQ (1u,,ZQ(ln) ,PdS,P-HIF,PF,
(C002 4~t'U icpop, SE,LASTP.HI,SAVPHT(IC00),ISLFPM,TFATLOjC60 COUAON /CROPS/XIWSHR,HFG.',PVRHOL,RHOV,VISL.VISJ,XKLSI 
.TF
000003 II)(W/0a-1.*HO*(XO/10)*100.
0'jO c'14 OJI 5i J=1,NIP1
00Go 16 A ( 1J) =XTJT *A (I,J)
000022 A(J l PI 2 )/WO
G0 0 E3a IF(A(1,J).GE*.K'LtV(IMKJ) !KIMK+l
OLOC37 1 / (XE:LEV (IXI) -XELV I MK-1 I +HW
000j055 IF (,GEf .E- * 0 oI A 6qJ ) =C
OCO0-60 SAVPHI(J)=A(5,J)
0 003075 51 1 CON'TI NUE
0 00 102 WRITE(699601
000106 WRITE(6,9621 '11T,GA1ASS
0 Co116 00O 9L J=1,NTI.1
000144 9n~ CON TI N! 0
C00147 )~60 rO;-MPAT1H1,4X915I1 INAL SOLUTION/1
0 GO147 962 FORMAT tl1UX, 35HTHb' MAXIMUM HEAT-TRANSFER RATE IS
DO147 1 E12.'3,7H WTS/./QuU147 2 1CX,2?-)HTHF TOTAL LTIUI3 IN WICK IS
0 LO147 3 L12o.5, 711 GRA tS///
CC0147 4 15X,8HISTGE3X,6HSTRES,7,IHSATI- hEA ),6X,3HPOCSTTY*
ICUi147 5 5x,912HCRIT. ST-R SS/1?X,.t1(CM),9Y3,9H(CM LIQ*),6X,9H(C.1 LIQ.),
C,60147 b 22X,9HL(N1 LIQ*)//P
. LO 147 '366 F9 MAT(lfCX,3iA15.4).
0C114 7 'r i~
0
